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BaaPrPt06: A Novel Double Perovskite 
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The structure of the BazPrPtO 6 compound has been determined by X-ray powder diffraction and profile 
analysis and has been confirmed by TEM and HREM. The structure of this material is made up of 
alternating [PtO 6] and [PRO6] octahedra along the three a, b, and c directions. Magnetic properties are 
also presented and discussed. ~ 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 

Introduction 

The perovskite structure is one of the 
most studied among the oxide structures 
(1-3). The aristotype, SrTiO3, is cubic, but 
many different versions showing lower sym- 
metry are well known (4-6). In this connec- 
tion, there are several ca ses - - fo r  example,  
SrSnO3--where  a double cubic perovskite 
cell has been suggested to exist (7), but a 
more detailed study (8) showed a cell of 
lower symmetry and the presence of multi- 
ple twinning, which gives rise to the ficti- 
tious " d o u b l e "  cell. In the case of  solids 
with composition of  the type AzBB'O 6 or, 
in general, in a multiple occupation of  the 
A or B sublattices, one can understand the 
doubling of  the perovskite cell through an 
ordering of the cations. Two interesting ex- 
amples have been reported: La2LiFeO6, in 
which an environment  of six weak L i - O  
bonds enhances the covalency of  the F e - O  
bonds thereby stabilizing the oxidation state 
of iron V (9), and PbzScTaO6, which shows 
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both ordered and disordered domains with 
a size up to 1000 A (10). 

In the title compound the doubling of  the 
cell can be achieved by ordering of Pt and 
Pr ions along the three main directions. This 
compound is obtained as a by-product  in 
single crystal growth experiments of the 
Ybacuo family material Ba2PrCu307 (11) 
due to the reaction of the flux with platinum 
crucibles. It is worth noting that in single 
crystal growth experiments of BazYCu30~, 
the formation of  the double perovskite 
BasPt4Y3017.5 has been reported (12). 

In this paper, a structural study of 
BazPtPrO 6 by X-ray powder  diffraction and 
profile analysis, and TEM and HREM,  is 
presented together with measurements of  its 
magnetic properties.  

Experimental 

The sample was synthesized by solid- 
state reaction at 1253 K from a mixture of 
Pr6Oll, BaCO3, and PtOz-nH20 in the stoi- 
chiometric ratio. The platinum oxide was 
obtained by dissolving platinum powder  
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FIG. 1. Experimental and calculated X-ray diffraction patterns for Ba2PtPrO 6. 

with a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric 
acids, and then precipitating with a Na2CO 3 

solution in water. The value of  " n "  deter- 
mined by TGA technique was about 7. This 
" f r e s h "  platinum oxide seems to be much 
more reactive than the commercial  one. 

Powder  X-ray diffraction patterns were 
collected on a Siemens D-500 apparatus in 
the angular range 10~ ~ (20) in steps of  
0.05 ~ The structure was refined by the Riet- 
veld method (13) using a version of  the DBW 
3.2 Whiles and Young program (14). The 
peak shape function used was the pseudo- 
Voigt, with asymmetry  correction for 20 
angles below 50 ~ . In the final step of the 
refinement, all structural and profile param- 
eters were refined simultaneously. The re- 
finement was terminated when the shifts for 
all parameters  were less than 0.30-. 

Electron diffraction and chemical analy- 
sis, and high resolution electron micros- 

copy,  were performed using a JEOL-  
2000FX (equipped with an EDS microana- 
lyzer) and a JEOL-4000EX microscope,  re- 
spectively. 

Molar magnetic measurements down to 5 
K were performed using an ASMI magne- 
tometer  (minimum magnetic field 14 KG and 
HdH/dz = 29 KG2/cm). 

R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n  

The experimental  and calculated X-ray 
diffraction patterns corresponding to the 
sample are shown in Fig. 1. Although the 
general aspect of these patterns resembles 
that of  a perovskite,  some small peaks can- 
not be indexed with the a =- 4.19 A parame- 
ter. Doubling of the three unit cell axes, 
i.e., keeping the cubic symmetry,  allows the 
indexing of all the peaks with the exception 
of  two very weak peaks which can be attrib- 
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FIG, 3: Convergent beam electron diffraction pattern taken along the [111]* z o n e  axis: (a), zero 
order Laue zone; (b), whole pattern showing Laue zones 1-4. 

uted to a small amount of impurity. In order 
to confirm the doubling of the unit cell and 
determine the symmetry, electron diffrac- 
tion experiments were performed. 

The composition of the material was 
checked by X-ray energy dispersive micro- 
analysis using the same grains on which the 
electron diffraction experiments were per- 
formed. The presence of barium, praseo- 
dymium, and platinum was confirmed. 

Figure 2 shows three diagrams corre- 
sponding to the following zone axes (double 
cell indices): 2a, [100]; 2b, [120]; 2c, [110]. 
Although the first two could be indexed in 
the smaller cell, the [110] pattern requires 
the doubling. The (111) spot in the electron 
diffraction pattern taken along [ 110] cannot 
appear by addition of three perpendicular 
cells of lower symmetry (e.g., tetragonal), 
or by multiple scattering. Besides, the sys- 
tematic absences suggest an F-type cell. 

Other reciprocal lattice sections confirmed 
this assignment. 

In order to confirm that doubling of the 
periodicity occurs along all three cubic axes 
and that cubic symmetry is retained, con- 
vergent beam electron diffraction patterns 
were taken along the [ 111 ]* axis with a probe 
size of around 2000 ,~ at room temperature 
(Fig. 3). The whole pattern symmetry is 3m, 
which confirms that cubic symmetry is not 
broken. The {220} discs are labeled in Fig. 
3(a), as are the HOLZ rings (1, 2, 3, 4) corre- 
sponding to levels at multiples of 0.0689 ,~-1 
(= 1/3 g11~) in Fig. 3(b). The first and third 
ring intensities are weak because they are 
composed of l 1 l-type reflections whose 
structure factors are small and because of 
thermal vibrations, but their presence also 
confirms the ordering of Pt and Pr in the 
(111) directions. 

The ordering of Pt and Pr can be imaged at 
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FIG. 4. High resolution superlattice image along [110], and (inset), electron diffraction taken from 
area outside twin band and showing objective aperture of radius 0.27 ~-1. 

high resolution along the zone [110], which 
contains two sets of {111} planes end-on. 
Figure 4 shows an image taken using an ob- 
jective aperture of radius 0.27 A-1 (resolu- 
tion 3.7 A) that excludes the strong 220 and 
004 beams. The visibility of the {111} planes 
is thus enhanced. The inset diffraction pat- 
tern was taken from the upper central por- 
tion of the image. A twin band is observed 
in the image: extensive twinning on {111} 
was present in the sample and will be re- 
ported in further detail elsewhere (15). The 
002 fringes (4.2 A) are predominant in the 
image, but the presence of 111 fringes in 
some regions of the image indicates that or- 
dering is present. The absence of 111 fringes 
in other regions may be due to disordering 
brought about during specimen preparation 
(grinding by mortar and pestel in ethanol) or 
exposure to the electron beam, or it may 

indicate that the material is not uniformly 
ordered. No antiphase domains can be seen, 
and the ordering is retained in the twinned 
material. 

Other -110 images were taken at a higher 
resolution using a larger objective aperture 
and an example is shown in Fig. 5. The effec- 
tive aperture radius, which was due to the 
contrast transfer function, was around 0.55 
A- 1 (while a real aperture of radius 0.8 A- 1 
was used to remove some of the non-image- 
forming electrons.) The image is taken at 
just under Scherzer defocus so that individ- 
ual cation columns in the thinnest region of 
the specimen are resolved as white dots. 
The appearance of the 2.1 A-spaced 004 
fringes in the 00! direction alternates corre- 
spondingly to the composition of the 004 
planes that are alternately Ba ions and Pt 
and Pr ions. Reliable identification requires 
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FIG. 5. High resolution image taken along [il0] showing 004 planes (spacing 2.1 .&) that are alternately 
Ba and (Pt + Pr). Ordering of Pt and Pr ions in the 111 direction is faintly visible when the image is 
viewed at an oblique angle. 

a comparison with an image simulation (or 
suitable image processing) and will be re- 
ported elswhere (15). 

However ,  at this resolution, the Pr/Pt or- 
dering in the s t ruc ture - - the  subject of  this 
paper - - i s  not immediately visible. In the 
ordered structure, the cation columns that 
lie along each Pt + Pr 004 plane are com- 
posed alternately of  Pt atoms and of  Pr 
atoms so that, in principle, the intensity of 
the dots that lie along the 004 fringes should 
vary accordingly. However ,  the difference 
in the projected potential of the Pt and the 
Pr columns (atomic numbers 78 and 59, re- 
spectively) is small relative to the difference 
in projected potential between the atom col- 
umns and tunnels. Hence,  in the image 
shown in Fig. 5, we presume any variation 
in intensity of  the dots due to ordering of the 

Pt and Pr columns is lost within the image 
noise. Processing of  the image by averaging 
over  several unit cells should reduce the 
noise sufficiently to reveal the ordering (at 
the simplest level, this can be achieved by 
viewing the image from an oblique angle 
along the 111 planes). 

On the basis of  the double cell, a refine- 
ment of the X-ray powder  pat tern using the 
Rietveld method was at tempted in the 
Fm 3m space group (obtained simply by dou- 
bling the perovskite cell and keeping all the 
symmetry  elements). 

The structural parameters so obtained are 
those shown in Table I. The structure is 
built up by [PrO 6] octahedra and the slightly 
smaller [PtO 6] octahedra,  alternating along 
the main directions (Fig. 6). 

On the other  hand, Ba ions are sur- 
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T A B L E  I 

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FOR Ba~PtPrO6 

Atom Site x y z occ 

Ba 8c 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.12500 
Pt 4a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06250 

Pr 4b 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.06250 

O 24e 0.244(4) 0.0 0.0 0.25000 

Note.  a = 8.3892(2) A, S.G.: Fm3m,  Rp = 13.4, R B = 7.7, R F = 8.4, Z = 4, Rex p = 8.9, R,,,p = 17.7, 

X 2 = 3.96. 

rounded by 12 oxygen atoms, in a regular 
arrangement. 

According to the structural refinement, an 
ordering between praseodymium and plati- 
num is established. 

From the bond lengths in Table II and using 
the Brown and Altermatt method (16), we 
have estimated the oxidation state of ions 
to be: VBa --~ 1.9, Vpt  ~ 3.8, Vpr -=-- 3.9. In 
this connection, in the related material 
BasPt4Y30175 (12) the presence of both octa- 
hedrally coordinated tetravalent platinum 
and square-planar coordinated divalent plat- 
inum ions has been reported. However, in 

FIG. 6. Schematic  representa t ion of the Ba2PtPrO 6 B a - O  
structure.  The small octahedra represent  the coordina- P t - O  
tion polyhedra  of Pt(IV) while the larger ones corre- P r - O  
spond to Pr(IV) ions in accordance with ionic radii. 

the title compound, every Pt ion is sur- 
rounded by six [PrO6] octahedra; so, the 
presence of Pr(IV) forces an octahedral coor- 
dination of platinum and a higher oxidation 
state. 

In order to confirm the oxidation state of 
praseodymium, molar magnetic susceptibil- 
ity measurements were performed. Figure 7 
shows the reciprocal molar magnetic sus- 
ceptibility as a function of temperature. A 
Curie-Weiss behavior is observed. A mag- 
netic moment of 2.4(1) MB is obtained, in 
good agreement with the expected value for 
Pr(IV), 2.54 MB (17). 

We can conclude that Pt and Pr are or- 
dered in the perovskite cell, a fact which can 
be understood in terms of the relatively large 
difference in ionic radii, which is about 20% 
in oxidation state 4 + and octahedral coordi- 
nation (c.f. Shannon and Prewitt ionic radii 
(18), vlpt4+ -- 0.68 A, VIpr4+ = 0.78 A). It 
is also interesting that the perovskite struc- 
ture in this case forces Pr to be tetravalent, 
whereas very often both Pr(III) and Pr(IV) 
are present in nonstoichiometric and mixed- 
valence oxides, such as Pr6Oll and 
B a z P r C u 3 0  7_ y ( 1 1 ) .  

T A B L E  II 

BOND LENGTHS IN Ba~PtPrO 6 

2.966(6) • 12 
2.049(3) • 6 
2.146(3) • 6 
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FIG. 7. Reciprocal molar magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature for the title compound. A 
Curie-Weiss behavior has been found. 
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